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Product Introduction
Overview
：

Last updated 2022-03-24 00:50:04
VPN Connections aims to create a secure network connection over the public network. It can securely connect the
customer IDC to the private office network and the Tencent Cloud VPC through an encrypted tunnel over the public
network.
Tencent Cloud VPN supports both IPsec and SSL network security protocols.

IPsec VPN
Tencent Cloud VPN Connections consists of the following components:
VPN gateway: an IPsec VPN gateway.
VPN gateway for VPC: if you need to communicate with a single VPC, you can connect to the VPC via the VPN
gateway for VPC.
VPN gateway for CCN: if you need to communicate with multiple VPCs, you can connect to CCN via the VPN
gateway for CCN to realize traffic interconnection.

：

Note

Each VPN gateway can create multiple VPN tunnels, each of which can connect the VPC to a local IDC.

Customer gateway: a logical object that records the fixed public IP address of the IPsec VPN gateway on the IDC
side.
VPN tunnel: an encrypted IPsec VPN tunnel.
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SSL VPN
Tencent Cloud SSL VPN Connections consists of the following components:
SSL VPN gateway: a VPN gateway using the SSL protocol
SSL VPN server: a module providing SSL services
SSL VPN client: providing a certificate for connecting the mobile client to the server
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Components
：

Last updated 2022-09-15 18:48:06
Tencent Cloud VPN supports the virtual network connections using IPSec and SSL protocols. It realizes a full
connection among IDC, private office network, mobile client, and Tencent Cloud VPC.

IPsec VPN
IPSec VPN Gateway
An IPSec VPN gateway is an egress gateway for VPC or CCN to establish a VPN connection. It is used with a
customer gateway (IPsec VPN gateway on the IDC side) to establish an encrypted communication between a Tencent
Cloud VPC or CCN and an external IDC. Tencent Cloud VPN gateway uses software virtualization and an activeactive hot backup architecture. When one server fails, automatic switchover helps ensure the normal operation of your
businesses.
Eight supported bandwidth caps of VPN gateway: 5 Mbps, 10 Mbps, 20 Mbps, 50 Mbps, 100 Mbps, 200 Mbps, 500
Mbps and 1,000 Mbps.
If you need Anti-DDoS Pro to defend against DDoS and CC attacks with high-bandwidth protection, you can bind it to
the VPN gateway.

Customer Gateway
A customer gateway is a logical object accompanied by a Tencent Cloud VPN gateway to record the fixed public IP
address of the IPsec VPN gateway on the IDC side. Each VPN gateway can create encrypted VPN tunnels with
multiple customer gateways.

VPN Tunnel
After the VPN gateway and customer gateway are created, you can establish a VPN tunnel between the VPC or CCN
and an external IDC for encrypted communication. Currently, a VPN tunnel supports the IPsec encryption protocol,
which can meet the requirements of most VPN connections.
A VPN tunnel runs on an ISP's public network, therefore, congestion or jitter on the public network may affect the VPN
performance. If your business is sensitive to latency and jitter, we recommend that you connect the VPC or CCN via
Direct Connect. For more information, see Direct Connect.

SSL VPN
SSL VPN Gateway
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An SSL VPN gateway is an egress gateway for VPC to establish an SSL VPN connection. It is used with an SSL VPN
client (on mobile devices) to establish an encrypted communication between a Tencent Cloud VPC and a mobile
client.
If you need Anti-DDoS Pro to defend against DDoS and CC attacks with high-bandwidth protection, you can bind it to
the VPN gateway.

SSL VPN Server
The SSL VPN server is a service module in VPN gateway, which is used to encapsulate and de-encapsulate data
packets. The configuration parameters include server IP range, client IP range, communication protocol, port and
algorithm, etc. For details, see Creating the SSL VPN Server.

SSL VPN Client
The SSL VPN client provides a certificate for connecting the mobile device to the server. Only through a two-way
certificate authentication can the client be connected to the server.
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Application Scenarios
：

Last updated 2021-12-17 14:46:58
Tencent Cloud VPN Connections provides Internet-based remote network connection services. As an important
component of a VPN connection, a VPN gateway can enable secure site-to-site access by creating a secure
encrypted IPsec or SSL tunnel with the customer IDC, mobile client, and private office network.

Use Cases of IPSec VPN
VPN has two routing and forwarding methods:
Matching the source and destination IP ranges of data flow based on the SPD policy-based routing, and forwarding
according to the set forwarding policy. Routing cannot be realized through this method, so traffic cannot be
forwarded, but the first, fourth and sixth communication scenarios can be realized.
By configuring the VPN route table, you can route and forward data packets based on the destination IP range. This
method is called destination routing, and all the following communication scenarios can be realized with this
method. The sixth scenario can not only be realized through SPD policy-based routing alone but also through SPD
policy-based routing and destination routing at the same time.

：

Note

The "customer gateway" in the following figures means the logical object that records the public IP address
of the IPsec VPN device on the IDC side. Each customer gateway corresponds to the IPsec VPN device on
the IDC side.

Scenario 1: communication between VPC and IDC
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VPN Connections enables the communication between VPC and IDC

Scenario 2: traffic interconnection between a single VPC and multiple IDCs
Multiple IDCs connect to each other in the VPN connection-based migration-to-cloud scenario.
Scenario description: the customer IDC-1, IDC-2, and IDC-3 are connected to Tencent Cloud VPN gateway for
VPC via their respective IPsec VPN device. They can not only access various resources in the VPC of the VPN
gateway but also connect to each other through Tencent Cloud VPN gateway, thus enabling secure communication
between VPC and the customer IDC-1, IDC-2, and IDC-3.

Scenario 3: communication among multiple IDCs via a VPN gateway
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Multiple IDCs can communicate with each other via the VPN for Cloud Connect Network (CCN) if they don’t need to
access cloud resources.
Scenario description: the customer IDC-1, IDC-2, and IDC-3 are connected to Tencent Cloud VPN gateway for
CCN via their respective IPsec VPN device. They communicate with each other only via Tencent Cloud VPN gateway
without the need to access the public cloud resources of Tencent Cloud. In this case, customers can create a VPN
gateway for CCN which is not associated with CCN.

Scenario 4: traffic interconnection between multiple IDCs and multiple cloud networks
Scenario description: the customer IDC-1, IDC-2, and IDC-3 are connected to Tencent Cloud VPN gateway for
CCN via their respective IPsec VPN device. They can communicate with each other via Tencent Cloud VPN gateway
and access CCN-associated VPC and direct connect networks via CCN. In this case, customers can create a VPN
gateway for CCN and associate it with CCN to realize traffic interconnection.
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Scenario 5: IDC realizes active/standby cloud disaster recovery through active/standby VPN
tunnels
If the customer IDC migrates to cloud via active/standby VPN tunnels, when the active tunnel fails, the business will be
automatically switched over to the standby tunnel, thus ensuring business sustainability and reliability.
Scenario description 1: The customer IDC only needs to connect to a single Tencent Cloud VPC. On the customer
IDC side, the customer can deploy 2 IPsec VPN devices that respectively create IPSec VPN tunnels with Tencent
Cloud VPN gateway for VPC. The VPN gateway route table configures 2 routes that share the same destination port,
and the active/standby tunnel mechanism will be effective through priority control. In case of failure, the routes can be
switched over automatically.

Scenario description 2: The customer IDC needs to connect to multiple Tencent Cloud VPCs (which can be in the
same region or different regions) and direct connect networks. On the customer IDC side, the customer can deploy 2
IPsec VPN devices that respectively create IPSec VPN tunnels with Tencent Cloud VPN gateway for CCN. The VPN
gateway route table can configure 2 routes that share the same destination port, and the active/standby tunnel
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mechanism will be effective through priority control. In case of failure, the routes can be switched over automatically.

Scenario 6: communication between a single VPC and multiple IDCs via multiple VPN
tunnels
This communication scenario is similar to the second scenario. The difference between them is that in this scenario,
the customer IDC-1, IDC-2, and IDC-3 only need to communicate with VPC and don’t need to communicate with each
other.
In terms of this scenario, we recommend that SPD policy-based routing method be used to create the VPC > IDC1,
VPC > IDC2, and VPC > IDC3 rules.
If the destination routing method is used alone, IDC-1, IDC-2, and IDC-3 can communicate with each other, which
does not conform to the communication scenario. You can configure the VPC > IDC1 and VPC > IDC2 rules when
using the SPD policy-based routing method, and then configure in the route table a routing policy whose destination
IP range is IDC3. As SPD policy-based routing has higher priority over destination routing, this communication
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scenario can also be realized.

Use Cases of SSL VPN
Accessing VPC from local devices
By establishing an SSL VPN, customers can remotely access resources and services deployed in VPC through local
devices, such as PCs and mobiles.
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Use Limits
：

Last updated 2022-09-21 19:47:41

VPN Connection
Note the following when using a VPN connection:
After configuring VPN parameters, you need to add routing policies for your VPN gateway in the route table
associated with the subnet, so that network requests from CVM instances in the subnet to access the peer IP range
can reach the customer gateway through the VPN tunnel.
If the gateway is on v1.0, after configuring the route table, you need to ping an IP address in the peer IP range from
a CVM instance in the VPC to activate the VPN tunnel.
The stability of the VPN connection depends on the ISP's public network.
The VPN connection only supports the PSK authentication method rather than CA authentication.
SPD or route IP ranges of the VPN connection cannot be specified as the following IP ranges:
Multicast addresses that are all 0, all 255, or start with 224.
Loopback addresses: 127.x.x.x/8.
IPv6 IP ranges.

VPN Gateway
VPN Connections is a region-level service, but you can also connect to your VPN gateway in any region over the
internet.
You cannot specify a public IP or the ISP of the public IP for the VPN gateway. IPv6 and anycast IP addresses are
also not supported.
To create a VPN gateway with a higher bandwidth cap, submit a ticket for application.

Customer Gateway
You must specify the IP address of the customer gateway. The public IP of the customer gateway cannot be the
following IP addresses:
Multicast addresses that are all 0, all 255, or start with 224.
Loopback addresses: 127.x.x.x/8.
IP Addresses with host bits being all 0 or all 1, for example:
Class A IP addresses that start with 1–126, such as 1–126.0.0.0 and 1–126.255.255.255 .
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Class B IP addresses that start with 128–191, such as 128–191.x.0.0 and 128–191.x.255.255 .
Class C IP addresses that start with 192–223, such as 192–223.x.x.0 and 192–223.x.x.255 .
Internal service addresses: 169.254.x.x/16 .
IPv6 addresses.
If you use an IPsec VPN connection to interconnect resources in two VPCs, the VPCs are each other's customer
gateway, and their IP ranges cannot overlap.

SSL VPN Server
The server supports only UDP but not TCP.
To modify information such as port, authentication method, and encryption algorithm, you need to download the
client configuration again.
The client and local IP ranges cannot overlap.
Identity verification relies on an EIAM application and cannot be directly interconnected with other identity providers
(IdPs) for verification. You can use EIAM to interconnect with the verification source of your enterprise. You can
also select a verification method supported by EIAM, such as SMS, WeCom, and AD. Currently, identity verification
is in beta test. To try it out, submit a ticket for application.
You can use CAM if identity verification is enabled.

SSL VPN Client
You need to prepare the client on your own. An SSL VPN connection supports the open-source OpenVPN client or
other compatible commercial clients.
Supported OpenVPN versions: 2.4.8–3.x.
Identity verification is supported only by OpenVPN 3.x or other compatible clients.

Resource Limits
Limits on IPsec VPN
Resource

Limit

VPC IPsec VPN gateways per region
per account

10

CCN IPsec VPN gateways per region
per account

10
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Customer gateways in one region

20
20

Note
The number of VPN tunnels supported by a customer
gateway is the quota for the account.
Only one VPN tunnel can be established between a pair of
customer gateway and VPN gateway.

VPN tunnels supported by one
customer gateway

VPN tunnels that can be created on
one VPN gateway

20

SPDs in a VPN tunnel

10

Peer IP ranges supported by a SPD

50

Routes supported by each VPN

1,000

gateway route table
Number of routes can be added at
one time on the console

10

Limits on SSL VPN
Resource

Limit

VPC SSL VPN
Gateways per Region
per Account
SSL VPN servers that
can be created for an
SSL VPN gateway

10

1

Local IP ranges that can
be added on an SSL
VPN server

100

Client IP ranges that can
be added on an SSL
VPN server

1

Note
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To ensure that all your clients can be assigned an IP address, we
recommend you specify a client IP range containing IP addresses more than
the SSL VPN connections.

Validity period of the
SSL VPN client

In 3

certificate
A [5,100] Mbps SSL VPN gateway can sustain up to 100 SSL VPN connections.
A 200/500 Mbps SSL VPN gateway can sustain up to 500 SSL VPN
connections.
A 1,000 Mbps SSL VPN gateway can sustain up to 1,000 SSL VPN connections.

Note
SSL VPN connections

The maximum number of SSL VPN connections is the number of
connections to the client. Once it is configured, it cannot be modified.
Therefore, plan an appropriate value before configuration.
To increase the bandwidth cap to 200, 500, or 1,000 Mbps, submit a
ticket for application.

Ports not supported by
the SSL VPN server

The protocol port cannot be 123, 53, 22, 36000, 54000, 50051, 68, 500, or 4500.

Note
To increase the quota, submit a ticket for application.
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Related products
：

Last updated 2020-06-04 10:36:28
For information about products related to VPN connections, see the table below:
Product
name

Description

VPC

VPN connection is used to connect customer IDC with a VPC through an encrypted tunnel over the
public network.

AntiDDoS
Pro

Anti-DDoS Pro instance can be bound to a VPN gateway to defend against DDoS and CC attacks
with high-bandwidth protection.

Direct
Connect

If your business is sensitive to delay and jitter, we recommend that you access a VPC via Direct
Connect.

Route
Table

You need to add routing policies for your VPN gateway in the route table associated with a subnet,
so that network requests can reach the customer gateway through the VPN tunnel.

CCN

VPN gateway for CCN can be associated with CCN to establish an encrypted communication
between the IDC and CCN.
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